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The d4maQe to forests is a ve~y import~nt public issue in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. SO - and NO -emissions are among 
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others responsible for this damage. The damage has increased vury 
rapidly over the past three years, so the imm~diate initiation of 
countermeasures is necessary. Since the benefits of these 
measures cannot be calculated exactly, political decisions have 
to be made under conditions that are uncertain. The p~per 
demonstrates how and tD what e~tent different methods are able 
and have been used to support a r~tional decision process under 
these circumstances. 

There are two basic approaches fer the suppo~t of decisions: 

cost-effectiveness analysis via simulation models 
cost-effectiveness analysis via optimization models. 

other methods e.g. the utility analysis cannot be applied. 
because it is not possible to calculate the quantitative effects 
of reductions of emissions on the deg~ee of damage. 

§im~l2!iQQ-IDQ~el§ were used by two commissions, that were 
initiated by the state government of Baden-Wu,..tternberg. The tas.: 
of these commissions was to ~ecommend st,..ategies towards reducing 
SO - and NO -emissions Trom public power plants with a minimum 
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of costs. 

After defining a reference scenario, that 
devel'opment of the electricity supply 
offeetivene~s ratio, i.e. the amount of 
the emission by onc kilogram of SO or NO 
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evcr)# possible mea2ure. 
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. 
describes the possi~le 
system, the cost-
mcn~y needed to r~duce 
is evaluated for 

Aftt:!r ranking the measures, and takintJ int.o :lccount, that 
different mea~ures could affoct e,u:h other Ll coat-optimal control 
strategy can LJe found. The re$ults shm .. , that a reduction of the 
EO - and HO -cll'li~sions of more than 7S~~ is po!:'siblt! ;lnu 
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r~ilsonC:lbl e; the el ectrici ty p~oducticn co~ts ",i 11 
~y appro): . 1,4 Pfg/U·Jh ~ This c,..,,,Jru.?1ch at prG~t1nt 
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is also used to examine SO - and NO -emissicn~ ill the imJ!1st:rial 
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sector. Another application is the analysis of the emissions of 
all sectors for an urban Drea (Stuttgart). 

Using an Qes!m!~~t!QO_mQQ~! .for the analysis of cost optimal 
emission control strategie~ offers the advantage, that the trade
off-curve between emission reduction costs and total emissions 
can be otJtained directly from the model results. If the model 
used is a realistic repregentation of . the overall energy system, 
interfuel SUbstitution and its effect on the emissions can also 
be taken into account. Compared with simUlation models, 
optimi~ation models in general do not allow for the consideration 
of the same level of details_ due to computer time limitations. 

The paper will describe and discuss the main results of 
studies that deal with the investigation of emissions and 
reduction by means of optimization morlels. 
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The presented studies sho"" that the use of sil1'ulation and 
cptimi::ation models can be a valuable input to a decfsion process 
in an uncertain environment. 
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